The article discusses the peculiarity of the formation and basic directions of activities of the Association of Russian Banks (ARB) as the leading corporate establishment of domestic financial business. ARB consistently provides innovative projects aimed at improving the native system of credit agencies, the development of their interaction with the state, developing the ties with the international financial institutions.
Introduction
The relevance of the topic due to the theoretical and practical need of Russian economic science and society in the study of the institutional experience of the innovative construction of the banking community in the context of contemporary policies of modernization of Russia.
Materials and Methods
The article used the documents of the Association of Russian Banks, the materials corporate forums and business press. The research is carried out on the basis of General scientific and special, economic, historical and sociological technology research.
Discussion
Present-day Russia features the constantly growing role of the banking sector, which is becoming a significant factor of the innovative development of economy and business. It significantly influences the development and improvement of the society"s social structure. In addition, the role of the state, which conducts the organizational and regulatory functions in the financial sphere, thus providing the increase of its qualitative and quantitative features, is also increasing.
The Association of Russian Banks (ARB) is acting as integrator uniting the system of native credit establishments strategically aimed at promoting the process of developing in the Russian Federation the effective, institutionalized and innovative national banking system. ARB creates the new social look of the banking system, introduces positive corporate culture in the banking society.
The developing constructive dialog between the state and financial business-structures has become an important factor in the development of the native banking system: due to the positive interaction between the state controlling authorities and management of the banking sphere and financial business-structures, the perspective projects are approved and implemented, the financing of the innovative axes of R&D is improved and the business banking culture is enhanced.
On 12 December 2013, President of Russia V.V.Putin in the annual Message of President of the Russian Federation to the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation stressed the importance of conducting consistent activities to improve the investment situation in the Russian Federation: "Two years ago in cooperation with the business-society we started the systematic work on the improvement of the business climate in Russia. Thus, in the next year we will launch the national rating of the business climate state in the regions of Russia" [1. P. 4] . President of Russia V.V.Putin also stressed that for further successful development of the business it is necessary to achieve the high level of its transparency, strict observance of the law including the banking organizations, which significantly determine the successful innovative development of economy and industry.
President of Russia V.V.Putin has repeatedly noted the importance of the strengthening of the national banking system potential, institutions of the development and stock market, necessity of implementing the strategic infrastructural projects in the financial sector of economy: "The ups and downs in the global financial markets have taught us: our modernization must be financed, first of all, by us… To take a decision on increasing the opportunities of investing the national assets. We will develop the national banking system to provide the increase of the availability of the credit for the real sector and the decrease of the rates" [2] .
Prime Minister of Russia D.A.Medvedev in his activities pays significant attention to the development of the banking system and financial sector of the country in the context of the industry and business modernization and implementation of the innovative technologies. On 28 November 2013, D.A.Medvedev conducted a special meeting dealing with the perspective of the development of the Russian banking system. The main objectives in the area included the increase of the transparency in the work of the credit establishments; in addition, from 1 January 2014 the new requirements to the identification of the banks capitals and minimal standards of its reasonableness were introduced. According to head of the government, these measures must provide the additional stability to the financial system of the country. In addition, D.A.Medvedev has reminded about the document developed by the Cabinet of Ministers to increase the effectiveness of the mechanisms of the deposits insurance: "I will mention that the draft law aimed at improving the system of the deposits insurance, provides the differentiation of the banks" payments to the system. It is suggested to move to the more differential model according to the risk level, respectively, this must also add the stability and avoid the actions, which endanger the stability of the system taking into account that for one"s actions, respectively, risks will be paid by ruble" [3] .
The United Russia party in the program documents stresses the importance for the successful implementation of the project of modernizing the Russian economy and society the development of the banking sector, which is to provide the financial support of the business (including large, medium and small), introduction of the technological innovations in the production, R&D and development of the venture capital. In addition, the interbank cooperation, development of the cutting-edge financial infrastructure, constructive activities of the banking social corporate establishments is becoming a significant factor in the development of the native banking system, as well as contributing to the improvement of the investment climate.
At present, the banking system of Russia is at the stage of transformation, which strategically aims at developing the modernized financial sphere of modern type corresponding to the world quality standards [4. P. 5] .
In the context of developing the new banking business culture of the modernization social and economic transit period the Russian Federation began to feature the professional corporate organizations of the Russian banking business-society including the one with the one of the leading places -the Association of Russian Banks (ARB) aimed at the world improvement of the native financial sphere, development of the banking world as an important integral part of the institutionalized business and economy system. The development of the new-type banking structures focused on the financial activities within the market liberal economy has been in the late period of the existence of the soviet system, when the Perestroika ideas in the business sphere and public sector have begun to dominate changing the very structure of the economic system. In August 1989, the USSR established the Moscow banking Union, which was one of the first corporate public organizations of the Russian banking businesses. In 1990, the native financial society established the Russian Banking Union with headquarters in Perm. On 27-28 March 1991, Moscow hosted the Meeting of the commercial and cooperate banks of RSFSR conducted on the initiative of the Moscow Banking Union and Leningrad Association of Banks, which decided to re-organize the Russian Banking Union into a new structure -the Association of Russian Banks (ARB). By the moment of its establishment, ARB has united 65 commercial and corporate banks. It also included the leading audit companiesInterbank Financial House, Moscow Audit Chamber, International Center for Taxation, as well as the Russian subdivisions of the international companies -Arthur Andersen, Deloyt and Tush, etc.
The special importance for the development of the new Russian business world had the fact that ARB acted as its significant backbone factor having become the leading institutional basis of the native banking society. The Association of Russian Banks has united more than 75% of the banking institutions, which included more than 90% of the joint capital of the acting financial organizations, as well as about 90% of all assets of the native banking system.
At present, ARB involves 713 members including 507 credit organizations. The total number, taking into account the associated members, of ARB participants includes 952 establishments, including 615 financial and credit organizations. The Association of Russian Banks in its program and activities expresses the interests of the native banks of wide spectrum: ARB includes 30 leading Russian banks featuring the large proportion of the capital and medium and small banks featuring significantly fewer assets. About 15% of the banks involved in ARB feature the registered capital within 30 mln rubles, and at the same time 51% of the banks features the registered capital from 30 to 300 mln rubles.
On 19 December 2013, the Association of Russian Banks included new participants: Dzhast Bank LLC (Moscow), Tikhookeansky Vneshtorgbank JSC (Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk), Konnekt LLC (Vladimir), Zeb/Rolphes.Shyrenbek.Associates LLC (Kiev, Ukrain), rep office of Popolare di Vitsentsa -Socheta cooperativa per atsone (Moscow, Italy), subdivision of the Expirian CIF Limited company (Moscow), Sapient Naitro LLC (Moscow). Thus, from the moment of its establishment the Association of Russian Banks has accumulated the significant financial resources. Their total capital is equal to 470 bln rubles.
The Association of Russian Banks also includes the banks with foreign participation in the registered capital or those under the complete foreign control, This extends the types" spectrum of the credit organizations acting in the Russian financial world. Among the banks involved in the ARB structure, 36 of them have the 100-% foreign capital and 10 banks -more than 50-% foreign capital. The Association of Russian Banks also included many of the foreign banks, including the leading ones ABN AMRO bank, Societe Generale -East, Austria"s bank, Chase Manhattan bank International, China"s Bank, etc. In 1995, the amount of the membership fees of the ARB participants was from 4 to 16 bln rubles (depending on the amount of the paid equity fund).
The Association of Russian Banks includes all participants of the Big Auditing Four, as well as 13 rep offices of the leading foreign banks. The factor of taking into account the peculiar social and economic conditions being the place of the development of the native banking sector significantly influences the effectiveness of the operation of the Russian banking system [5. P. 87].
Due to the consistent activities of ARB the process of instituting the native financial sector has been intensified: the Association of Russian Banks acted as founder or co-founder of the The supreme control body of the Association of Russian Banks is the Congress, which is considering the necessary issues of its organization and activities.
The exclusive competence of ARB includes:  the right for making amendments to the Association"s Charter;  the approval of the new Charter;  taking the decision on the re-organization and elimination of the Association;  electing President, members of the Assembly and members of the Revision Commission of the Association, early termination of their powers;
 the approval of the annual report of the Association;  defining the principles of developing and using the property of the Association;  considering the statements of the members on the appeal against the Assembly"s decision to exclude them from the Association. President of ARB or (on his order) one of Vice Presidents of the Association governs the Assembly. Between the sessions of the Assembly, the supreme management body over the Association is the Council, which solves the current organizational and information issues, provides the interbank cooperation and etc. The ARB Council is formed from the candidates proposed by the Association"s members, as well as the included in it in accordance with the post heads of regional banking associations -members of the All-Russian council of the regional banking associations. The re-election of the Council members is conducted each 5 years. President of ARB is in charge of the Council. Between the sessions of the Council, the issues connected with the competence and activities of ARB are solved by the Presidium of the Council headed by President of ARB. The issues connected with financial and economic, information or any other activity of ARB, which is not included to the exclusive competence of other management bodies of the Association are solved by the Board, which is the permanently acting collegial executive body of the Association of Russian Banks and is accountable to the Assembly and Council.
The Board of ARB is headed by President of the Association and involves executive Vice presidents, Financial Director and etc., including heads of specialized working bodies of ARB. Heads of structural subdivisions of the ARB Board can participate in the sessions of the Board with the right of advisory vote.
President of ARB is elected by the Assembly for a 5-year term and has the one-man executive power, represents the interests of the Association in relations with legal entities and individuals both in the Russian Federation and abroad, concludes the contracts and agreements with the native and foreign business partners, conducts the supreme management over the organization, defines its perspective policy, principles of the relations with the state authorities and other corporate public organizations.
The organizational structure of ARB includes the following committees and working groups:  The Committee on the monetary policy and banking supervision  The Committee on the banking law and legal precedents  The Committee on the payment systems and settlements organization  The Committee on the international activities  The Committee on the mortgage crediting  The Committee on the information policy and public relations  The Committee on the information and Internet technologies  The Committee on the AML/ TF and compliance risks  The Committee on the information security  The Committee on the development of the time market  The Committee on the precious metals  The Coordination Committee on the quality standards of banking activities  The Committee on the evaluation activity  The Committee on the development of the financial and credit mechanism of the small and medium business  The Committee on the personnel policy  The Committee on the Basel II standards and risks management  The working group on the improvement of the legislation on the enforcement proceeding  The working group on the development of the mechanism of accounting the pledged vehicles  The working group on the preparation of proposals on the establishment of interaction of the banks -members of ARB operating in the market of the precious metals  The working group on the improvement of the legislation on the mortgage  The working group on the improvement of the currency legislation  The working group on the improvement of the legislative and regulatory base of the organization of the letter of credit payment method  The expert and methodical center of the banking security at the Association of Russian Banks The effective form of organizing the activities of the expert society of the banking world, dialog between heads of the banks and state authorities controlling the native banking system are the permanent ARB assemblies, which discuss the problems and perspectives of the Russian banking sector development. On the XVI ARB Assembly the Strategy of increasing the competitiveness of the national banking system has been adopted.
On 3 April 2013, Moscow, the Pillar hall of Unions hosted the XXIV Assembly of the Association of Russian Banks with more than 1000 participants including the delegates and guests. The agenda of the Assembly was Banks and society: the role of the credit organizations in the social and economic development of Russia [6] . The Assembly along with the generally social issued discussed a lot of important issues of the applied activities of the credit organizations, particularly, connected with increasing the requirements on the booking.
On 2 April 2014, Moscow, the Pillar hall of Unions hosted the XXV Assembly of the Association of Russian Banks aimed at discussing the project on the perspectives of the banking system of Russia: a view of the banking community. The reports were presented by ARB President G.A.Tosunyan and Chairperson of the Bank of Russia E.S.Nabiullina, as well as by many representatives of the system of the state authorities of Russian and banking community: heads and representatives of the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, Russia"s Government, ministries and agencies, bankers and financial experts, academics, members of the international financial institutions. The ARB Assembly stressed that at present the banking system of the country has become one of the main driving forces of the native economy and the most important factor of its consistent and dynamic development. The banking system of Russia also faces the new goals: modernization institutional reforms, improvement of the banking service quality, entering the international financial market [7] .
The Association of Russian Banks has been always conducting the meaningful interaction with the state authorities and business -management of the Russian Federation in the field of financial and credit policy and investment development, providing the expert support to many state structures dealing with the development and implementation of the cutting-edge innovative financial programs. At present, the importance of the banking system for the development and improvement of the real sector of economy is constantly growing, respectively, the role of the state management of the financial sphere of economy and business is also increasing [8] .
On 16 December 2012, the Association of Russian Banks held the session of the Public and consultative council on the establishment and interaction of the Moscow Government with the native banks.
The ARB activities significantly influence the development by the state authorities and heads of the leading banking structures the inter-Russian financial policy: the ARB structure includes 23 committees, 1 section and 6 working groups dealing with the R&D works on the major axes of the banking business The Association of Russian Banks relying on the conducted R&D and expert work, presented perspective financial and credit innovative projects to the authorities of the Russian Federation: the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, Central bank, state expert commissions and etc.
[11. P. 227-228]. In particular, the scientific developments on the improvement of the national payment system of Russia prepared by the financial specialists of ARB have been used by the Bank of Russia during the modernization of the native payment system in the context of implementing the technological innovations and improving the level of its security [12] .
A significant direction in the activities of the Association of Russian Banks is the legal protection and representation of the business-interests of the financial organizations in the state authorities of the Russian Federation, state structures managing the financial sector of the country -the Central Bank of Russia, parliamentary commissions, state authorities for controlling the banking sector, structures of the perspective state planning of the economy and business development, as well as legal law-enforcement and tax structures dealing with the development and implementation of the banking financial and credit policy. The organizational, R&D, expert and information activities of ARB have intensified the dialog between the state authorities and banking community, thus creating favorable conditions for improving the investment climate, implementing the cutting-edge financial technologies and extending the state and private partnership in the banking sphere.
On 23 December 2013, Executive Vice President of ARB V.Kiyevsky participated in the meeting of the heads of a number of the native banks -market leaders in consumer crediting, with Chairperson of the Bank of Russia Elvira Nabibullina. The meeting discussed the perspectives of developing the consumer credit technologies in the Russian Federation. The session included 11 heads and their deputies of 7 banks: OTP Bank JSC, KhKF Bank LLC, TKS Bank (ZAO), Svyaznoy Bank (ZAO), IKB Sovkombank LLC, KB Renessans Kredit LLC, Bank Russky Standart (ZAO). During the meeting, Elvira Nabibullina stressed that already for a year the Russian banks have been working in the conditions when the Central Bank of the Russian Federation with the help of booking and other mechanisms regulates the consumer market in the direction of its "cooling" [13] . The adopted Federal Law on the consumer credit, which will enter into force since 1 July 2014, will also make particular corrections into the banks" activities specializing in the consumer crediting. On 7 November 2013, President of the Association of Russian Banks G.A.Tosunyan in his speech at the meeting of heads of the banks with the management of the Bank of Russia noted that the Russian banking community must build its activities strategy in accordance with the state program on the development of the banking sector: "… Being the banking community we can and must become the co-participants of the process of developing such new approaches. The Association is working on its strategy, which must be improved taking into account the new requirements imposed to the credit organizations. And I think that our strategy will correspond to both the strategy of the Central Bank, its new standards and, respectively, the interests of all market participants" [14. P. 2].
Due to the conducted by ARB large-scale work on preparing the complex of R&D and expert materials on the development and improvement of the financial sector in present-day Russia, the backbones of the long-term Strategy of promoting the Russian banking sector has been developed. The National Banking System of Russia for 2010-2020 Development Program defines the quantitative and qualitative growth parameters of the native system of the credit organizations both for the medium and long terms, as well as formulates a set of measures necessary to achieve the goal. At the same time, the Program presents the interests not only of the banking community: it is strategically oriented on solving both economic issues of the country as a whole and social issues of each citizen of Russia: a businessman, pensioner, agricultural entrepreneur, scientist, student, etc. Thus, the implementation of the set by the Program goals is in the context of the implementation of the general aim of the macroeconomic development of Russia.
A significant innovation in the banking business sphere has become the implementation of the EvaBeta Russia&cis program supported by ARB, which promotes the development of new opportunities for investors and managers while evaluating the quality of assets, which they have and manage.
EvaBeta is an independent company having the cutting-edge technologies for evaluating and managing the risks. It offers the Russian commercial structures the specialized innovative technologies and methods of measuring and evaluating both financial and non-financial business-risks, which contributes to the improvement of the Russian financial market and increase of its qualitative and quantitative characteristics.
In March 2005, on the initiative of the Association of Russian Banks on the basis of the Federal Law on the credit histories, the National Bureau of Credit Histories JSC (NBCS JSC) being the present-day leader in the Russian financial market was established. Under the order of the Federal service on the financial markets No. 06-341/пз-и dated 21.02.2006 NBCS JSC was included into the national registry of credit history bureau; the registered capital of NBCS JSC is equal to 126 bln rubles. The base of the credit histories of individuals and legal entities of NBCS, developed as the result of cooperation with more than 6000 companies from all Russia"s regions, is much bigger than the similar indicators of the rest credit bureaus rolled into one. NBCS is working with all 10 leading banks of the country, as well as other credit organizations having the high banking rate.
The business style of NBCS JSC has the high-level management, desire to promote meaningful partnership relations, conduct joint search of solving the issues of technological development of business processes. The partners of NBCS JSC are TransUnion (USA), CRIF (Italy) и Fair Isaac (USA) being the world leaders in the development of information solutions, which provide the clients with the most advanced and agreed offers. Due to the long-term cooperation with the given organizations, NBCS is ahead of other Russian credit bureaus on the quality of the provided services corresponding to the highest world standards.
In the context of the ARB projects aimed at developing and structuring Russia"s banking world, establishing the positive business environment of the financial community, the National Banking Club providing the conduct of meetings of interests, establishment of new business ties, performance of business-projects presentations, etc, was established in 2008. At the same time, the action plan of NBC includes the conduct of cultural events: gala concerts, sports competitions, corporate and family VIP-tourism, personal assistants help and so on.
ARB acted as one of the initiators of developing in 1991 SB AMULET LLC having become one of the leading companies providing the professional security services to the Russian banking community.
Within the framework of the innovative projects of ARB, the National Payment Council was established. It is aimed at joining the participants of the native market of payment services and increasing the effectiveness of making payments via the implementation of the latest world practices and adoption of the cutting-edge financial technologies.
The perspective project of ARB has become the establishment of the Institute of Bankers on its initiative in 1996. To date the Institute of Bankers has become the leader in the sphere of providing the banking educational services. Its activities have been internationally recognized. IB was included as the full-fledged member into the European Bank Training Network (EBTN) [15] .
The Association of Russian Banks stands for extending the interbank partnership at the world level considers it reasonable to develop the high-quality banking structures in the Russian Federation, particularly -the International Financial Center in Moscow [16. P. 18-24].
On 22 October 2013, President of ARB G.A.Tosunyan in cooperation with the Italian business partners headed by chief of the Italian tax service (the Internal Revenue Service of the Italian Republic) Attilio Befer met with Chairperson of the Bank of Russia Elvira Nabibullina. At the meeting, head of ARB submitted for approval of the management of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation the new joint Russia-Italy project developed in cooperation with the ARB and SOSE company specialists -the implementation of the Automated system of evaluating the financial state of the small and medium businesses into the Russian banking system to provide the opportunity of increasing the banks" trust to SMC and simplifying the development of credit factories for the small and medium businesses, thus contributing to the decrease of the interest rates on credits [17] . The management of the Central bank expressed the readiness to consider the results of piloting the adopted for the Russian financial market version of the program on the implementation of the given system into the Russian banks. They also noted that in present-day situation the issues of managing the risks connected with the re-funding of the banks portfolios, formulated on the credits of small and medium companies are very topical [17] .
The [17] .
The Association of Russian Banks in cooperation with the ARB-TV Banking TV company established the channel on financial literacy aimed at increasing the level of financial literacy and awareness of people about the types of financial service, possibilities of getting the credit, technologies of the banking services. The PhingramTV contributes to the increase of the business and economic activeness of the Russians, intensifies the exchange of business information between the regions, and promotes the adoption of social liability principles of the native credit and financial establishments.
The effective project of ARB has become the development of the PriceFree national discount system introducing instead of the multiple club discount cards the only banking card Visa or MasterCard by PriceFree giving the right to get discounts and any other benefits for services in the hotels, restaurants, beauty salons, showrooms, malls, clubs, etc. The project has a wide geographical coverage: Moscow, St. Petersburg, Perm, Rostov-on-Don, Samara, Novosibirsk and other Russia"s cities.
The Association of Russian Banks actively develops the interbank business cooperation via the institute of agency relations contributing to the signing of agreements between the large and medium capital and regional banks having the financially stable regional credit organizations in the context of promoting the latest banking products and programs to the regions on the commission basis. ARB supports the development of a new direction -search of business-partners by the credit organizations, as well as development of interbank partnership within the framework of the MP Interbank Payment System (IPS) program. The implementation of the given program will give the opportunity to the Moscow banks to disperse the financial flows on the territory of Russia and provide the regions with the wide-spectrum banking services. As the result of implementing the given project of ARB and activities of the institute of agency relations, the regional banks get the opportunity to adopt new technologies, preserve financial self-sufficiency and consistently increase its resource base and capitalization.
The Association of Russian Banks participates in the implementation of the Fellowship Program named after A.A.Kozlov established jointly with the Central Bank of the Russian Federation and MDM-Bank. The Fellowship was conceived as a reward for talented students of economic departments of the native universities, who showed excellent knowledge in finances and banking. The ARB Charity project presupposes the provision of the support by the banking community to the people in a difficult situation and those in need.
In 2013, the Association of Russian banks in cooperation with the All-Russian quality organization started to implement the best banks of Russia program in accordance with the general project of ARB President G.A.Tosunyan and AQO President N.P.Voronin.
The management of ARB pays significant attention to the development of the interbank business-cooperation aimed at presenting and coordinating the business interests in the relationships between the banks-partners, as well as relations between the banking business structures and non-banking sector organizations, which provide service support to the credit organizations: the Agency for promoting credit activities, National bureau of credit histories, Arbitration Court, Amulet security service, VEK legal advisory board, etc. On 7 October 2012, during the 1 st All-Russian Session of the banking associations the General agreement on consolidating the efforts of the banking associations on the development and strengthening the banking system of the Russian Federation, which is supported by 71 participants at present.
Within the framework of the initialized by ARB direction "the interbank cooperation" the agency relations between the capital banks and regional financial organizations contributing to the promotion in Russia"s regions of joint financial innovative programs, are developing. In the context of the ARB activities permanent meetings of the management of the Association and specialized committees with the representatives of the regional credit organizations are conducted: on 12 September 2003, Barnaul hosted the joint meeting of the Bureau of the banking associations of the Russian Federation and ARB Committee on the regional policy and interaction with the regional banking associations; on 21 June 2004, Khanty-Mansiysk hosted the joint meeting of the All-Russian council of the regional banking associations (the All-Russian banking council) and the Council of the Association of the credit organizations of the Tyumen region; on 22 June 2006, Vladimir hosted the joint meeting of the All-Russian banking council and ARB Committee on the regional policy. On 27-28 June 2012, Kaluga hosted the joint session of the All-Russian council of the regional banking associations, ARB Committee on the development of financial and credit mechanism of the small and medium businesses and ARB Committee on the regional policy. On 18 December 2012, Moscow hosted the joint meeting of the All-Russian banking council and ARB Committee on the development of financial and credit mechanism of the small and medium businesses.
The topical issued of developing the up-to-date banking system of Russia are considered at the sessions of the All-Russian banking council.
The corporate events, as well as scientific disputes, presentations of perspective financial development projects are conducted by the Club of heads of the banking services on public relations and advertising. On 16 October 2012, the office of the Association of Regional Banks of Russia hosted the meeting of the representatives of the Bankir.Ru agency and members of the Club of heads of the banking services on public relations and advertising Vice President of the Association of Regional Banks of Russia and chief editor of the Bankir.Ru agency Yan Art said about the plans of developing Bankir.Ru and agency"s services -the first financial photo bank in Russia, Bankir-TV project, Bankir.Ru -Ipocredit.ru -123Credit.ru united center of on-line applications for credits. In addition, Yan Arts confirmed the readiness of Bankir.Ru to provide information and advertising support of the banks" charity on the noncommercial basis.
The Associations of Regional Banks of Russia, State Duma Deputy Anatoly Aksakov urged the banks to participate in the PR-promotion of the common interests of the banking community more actively -lobbying for the laws promoting the effective development of the banking sphere, increasing financial literacy, developing the mutual understanding with the society and business [18] .
Alexander Zagryadsky, head of the Club of heads of the banking services on public relations and advertising and Center of public relations of the Agency on the deposits insurance, stressed that the banking branch needs more effective communications with MMS, particularly, in the banking PR sphere [18] . Within the framework of the meeting, the presentation of the marketing researches the Key indicators of effectiveness of the specialist on public relations in the financial market: the peculiarity of the branch and topical tendencies has been conducted by the Vyazemsky Zaplsky communications bureau with the help of the Bankir.Ru agency [18] .
ARB actively develops the international ties. In 1997, ARB became the member of the Banking Federation of the European Union as an associated member, thus significantly expending the possibilities of the Russian banks in the integration into the world financial space, contributing to the establishment of the communicative ties with the foreign banks. (The Banking federation of the European Union unites more than 3000 European banks).
Since 2010, ARB became the associated member of the International banking federation, which includes the leading banking entities of the European Union, USA, Canada, Australia, India, China, South Korea, Japan and SAR.
The activities of ARB played significant creative role in the development of the positive look of the Russian financial business world both in the corporate public opinion of the international community and the Russians -the potential clients of the developing innovative national banking system. Последовательная деятельность The consistent measures of ARB have contributed to integration of the Russian banking business to the world economic and legal space, development of the positive innovative climate in Russia, implementation of the international quality standards of the banking activities. During the whole period of its operation, ARB has been conducting the meaningful, multi-axes activities on the development of the credit policy and improvement of the financial state in the country; due to a number of ARB initiatives the national banking business implements the latest technologies and methods of financial activities.
ARB has been playing significant organizational and expert-advisory role in overcoming the financial crises of 1998, 2004 and 2008-2009 . At present, ARB in cooperation with the institutes of political departments of the Russian Federation conducts creative policy of the development and improvement of the banking business [19. P. 2] .
Within the framework of the specialized ARB Committee, the documents on the Basel III standard and risks management were developed, particularly, on the validity, technique of reasonable modeling (stress-testing), general issues of organizing the internal evaluating of the capital sufficiency [20] .
The expending of the interaction of the Russian business community with the foreign financial partners, conducted due to the consistent policy of ARB, both opens the new perspectives of integrating the Russian banking capital into the world financial space and provides the flow of the foreign investments into the native economy.
Being the corporate organization of the native financial business, ARB acted as a significant system-building factor of the development of the new banking business-culture, which includes both the innovative technological methods of credit and financial activities and the new business culture based on the world standards of business ethics [21. P. 4].
On the initiative of ARB and personally its President G.A.Tosunyan, the Code of Banking Ethics has been developed and adopted. It became the act of self-regulation of the activities of the banking community in Russia on the basis of the business ethics principles, It also became an integral part of the unified system of the legal and moral and ethical provision of work of the native credit organizations. Particularly, the Code states: "The credit organizations of the Russian Federation realize that the development of the native banking system, increase of its prestige in the society and role in solving the economic issues, effectiveness and culture of the banking business are depending on the activities of each credit organization, which makes necessary the full-scale usage for achieving the set goals of ethical norms and principles as one of the leading, along with the rule of law, means of self-regulation of the activities of the Russian business community" [22. P. 1].
Within the framework of developing in present-day Russia the business consciousness, the management of the business community defines the following principles of the business ethics:
"The credit organizations conduct their professional duties on the following basis: -understanding of their civic and professional duty before the individuals and legal entities, society and state;
-recognizing the equality of the participants of the civil turnover involved in the sphere of the banking business, respecting their rights and legitimate interests;
-strengthening the interaction in the banking community, full-scale increase of the role of the association and other entities of the credit organizations in protecting the rights and legitimate interests of the banking community and its single members;
-maximal transparency of their professional duties with the absolute reliability in protecting the confidentiality of the information and date covered by bank secrecy;
-improving the corporate management and mutual control for the conscientiousness of the participants of the banking services market;
-unconditional compliance with their obligations and guarantee of the high-quality services provided;
-providing reasonable risking of the conducted operations; -completeness of liabilities for the quality and results of their work; -fair competition, active countermeasure to the unconscious participants of the banking activities, disclosure of the facts of violating the Code"s provisions by procedures defined by the Commission on the control for complying with the Code"s provisions;
-active participation in counter measuring of legalizing (laundering) the revenue gotten due to the criminal actions, terrorism financing and other illegal activities in the banking business sphere;
-refusing the voluntary cooperation with the legal entities and individuals with unsavory business reputation отказа;
-establishment and development of the international professional ties on the basis of mutual respect, mutual help and mutually beneficial cooperation" [22. P. 7].
During the whole period of 1990-2014, the activities of ARB were focused on the development in Russia of the new business culture in the sphere of the banking business, which includes the adoption of the principles of mutual trust between the participants of the native financial market, expand of the business cooperation among heads of the credit organizations and specialists of the banking sector, increase of prestige of the banking establishments, development of the information exchange within the financial world and etc. Since 2205, ARB focuses its attention on the implementation into the native banking business and real sector of economy of the high-tech knowledge-intensive industries, as well as venture capital. A significant attention is paid by ARB to the establishment of the information support of the banking business. The Association edits the printed body -the Bulletin of the Association of Russian Banks (is published 2 times a month) -which is sent to its participants. The Bulletin of ARB publishes the materials covering the activities of the Association of Russian Banks: assemblies" documents, minutes of sessions of the Council and Presidium of ARB, information on the participation of the representatives of the banking community in the parliamentary hearings and meetings of the committees of the State Duma, Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation, meetings and talks with heads of the legislative and executive authorities of Russia, foreign guests and business partners, texts of the signed agreements and contracts, etc. The Bulletin of ARB publishes separate editions as the appendixes, which are sent to the Association"s members, as well as thematic collections of various profiles, specialized magazines and newspapers, advertising materials, etc.
ARB publishes scientific journals, brochures, handbooks and training manuals that contain valuable methodological information for bankers, auditors and other professionals of the financial sector. The Association of Russian Banks offers its participants the opportunity to use the publishing activities for creating their business image, as well as offers a variety of options for participating in such publishing projects.
The information support to the participants of the Association and all the specialists in the field of the banking business is provided by the Banks and Technology specialized magazine edited by ARB.
In 2004, on the initiative of ARB the National Banking Journal (NBJ), which has become the leading edition of the Russian financial and credit branch, was established. The establishment of NBJ has been defined by the internal needs of further development of the national financial and credit system, as well as need for improving the banking legislation, implementing the new principles of control over the credit organizations by the Central Bank, tasks of transiting to the international financial reporting standards, etc.
The Association publishes the Annual Reports on its activities containing the materials of the Assemblies of ARB, general date: the GDP dynamics, macroeconomic indicators, results of the development of the financial sector and others. The Annual Reports of ARB also analyze the results of foreign and regional activities of the Association, implementation of new technologies in the banking activities, the working results of the ARB experts in the legal field.
The corporate public organization of the Russian financial community the Association of Russian Banks contributes to the extending of the sphere of influence of the banking system in the social space -ARB has become a significant factor of establishing the civil society contributing to the implementation of a number of the social development programs, and others.
One of the most important directions of the expert activities of ARB is the R&D and legislative work on preparing the draft legislative and normative acts, making amendments to the legislation in force and others. ARB takes expert and organizational efforts to gain the approval of the given projects by the Russian Federation Government, State Duma of the Russian Federation, Bank of Russia and other structures of the state executive and legislative authorities, bodies of managing and controlling the banking activities.
ARB conducts sufficient work on the development and improvement of the tax legislation. Within the framework of ARB, the specialists on the international financial law render legal assistance to the native banking structures and credit organizations with involving both the native and foreign experience in the given sphere, which contributes to the enhancement of the general legal culture of the banking community.
Within the framework of ARB, a significant R&D work on the development in Russia of the financial market, institutionalization of the banking system, development of the legal basis of investments and others are conducted. The important direction of activities of ARB is the conduct of expert evaluation of the perspective innovative economic projects, social models and investment programs. It is also involved in providing its members with advisory services, expert supporting of the perspective innovative projects, conducting R&D work in the sphere of the banking business.
The information and analytical assistance provided by the ARB specialists to the native banking structures contributes to the increase of the Russian banking system transparency, general improvement of the banking management.
In 2010, on the initiative of ARB the 1 st in the Russian Federation institute of financial ombudsman was established [11. P. 12 ]. Due to the active support of ARB the National Currency Association and National Association on the Payment Cards have been established in Russia.
ARB regularly organizes and conducts conferences, seminars, symposiums and exhibitions devoted to the topical issues of the monetary policy and banking activities, where there is an exchange of experience between heads of financial institutions, specialists and experts in the field of the banking business, scientists, economists, technologists in the field of information programs and others. A significant role for the improvement of the present-day banking management has the qualified methodical assistance rendered by the ARB specialists to the native financial organizations.
ARB conducts the organizational and scientific and expert support of the banking structures (both of the state-controlled banks and privet commercial establishments) within the consolidation of the financial resources, development of the investment strategy and implementation of the innovative development programs.
Conclusions
So, one can conclude that since its establishment and till present times the Association of Russian Banks takes active and qualified participation in the development of the Russian banking business, effectively contributes to the enhancement of its quality standards.
Due to the meaningful activities of ARB, there is the extending of the business cooperation of the Russian financial and credit organizations with the foreign banks and international financial corporate organizations -associations and entities.
The consistent and creative activities of the Association of the Russian Banks promotes the development of the highly effective innovative national banking system, which is a significant organizational and intellectual contribution to the rise of the Russian economy till the level of the leading industrial countries of the world.
